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Ivan Lendl The Man Who Made
Murray
America loves sports. This book examines and details the
proof of this fascination seen throughout American society—in
our literature, film, and music; our clothing and food; and the
iconography of the nation.
A must-read for all tennis fans. The world's greatest players
share their top tips on how to improve your game and
become a better player. Including contributions from Maria
Sharipova, Andy Murray, Li Na, Stan Wawrinka, Pete
Sampras and Martina Navratilova
Combines meditation practice with day-to-day mindfulness to
help readers conquer unwanted thoughts and choose more
wisely. By the author of Meditation and Timeless Wisdom.
Original.
Just about everyone is familiar with the Nike Air Jordan shoe,
but just when did the practice of attaching an athlete’s name
to a shoe become common practice? This text takes you from
the beginning of the signature shoe industry, and through the
1980s when the popularity of signature shoes accelerated. At
the start of the ‘90s, just about every footwear company was
producing a signature shoe, and looking for the next
charismatic spokesperson, when they saw the dollars Nike
was making with the Jordans. Eventually, signature shoes
entered all facets of popular culture and were taken for
granted by the public. Before long, it wasn’t just the most wellknown and marketable athletes getting their own shoe.
Athletes in Major League Baseball, the Women’s National
Basketball Association, National Association for Stock Car
Auto Racing, Formula One, the Professional Golfers’
Association, the National Football League, musicians, and
even the National Hockey League had their own footwear to
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go along with the mainstays of the NBA and professional
tennis circuits.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert
of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country.
With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while
celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Often characterized as David facing Goliath on the tennis
court, at 5'9" and 150 pounds Michael Chang is used to
playing with the big hitters. What he lacks in stature, he
makes up for in determination. A serious contender at any
Grand Slam event, his bold statement of faith in God makes
him a role model we can all look up to. "What's nice," Michael
says, "is that, as long as my priorities are straight, I'm able to
go out with the mentality to really leave the winning and
losing up to the Lord." In Holding Serve readers get a unique
glimpse at Team Chang, Michael's powerful family unit that
he credits with much of his success. Michael also shares the
story of how he became a Christian and the central role his
faith has played in his achievements.
For more than a century, sporting spectacles, media
coverage, and popular audiences have staged athletics in
black and white. Commercial, media, and academic accounts
have routinely erased, excluded, ignored, and otherwise
made absent the Asian American presence in sport. This
book seeks to redress this pattern of neglect, presenting a
comprehensive perspective on the history and significance of
Asian American athletes, coaches, and teams in North
America. The contributors interrogate the sociocultural
contexts in which Asian Americans lived and played, detailing
the articulations of power and possibility, difference and
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identity, representation and remembrance that have shaped
the means and meanings of Asian Americans playing sport in
North America. This volume will be of interest to students and
scholars of the Asian American experience, ethnic relations,
and the history of sport.

A biography of tennis star Ivan Lendl, the number
one player in men's tennis in 1986 and 1987.
The motion picture producer describes his early
career as an actor, liasons with actresses, rise to
powerful studio executive, time in a mental
institution, drug use, loss of status in Hollywood, and
rise back to power.
Everyone has heard of Wimbledon, but how many
people know that tennis was invented in the 18th
century? This elegant little book is packed with facts,
figures, records, statistics and fun! it covers the
history of the game and the development of modern
championships. There are anecdotes and
information about many of the great names since the
championships began. This is a true little gem for
any fan of tennis or Wimbledon
In the 1970s Kevin Threlfall built up the chain of LoCost discount stores from a single grocery stall on
Cannock market. Having sold out to RCA of America
he then went on to build an empire of 1,215 shops in
just 25 years from a single cigarette kiosk on
Wolverhampton market. Trading as Supercigs,
Dillons, Preedy, One-Stop and Day & Nite, T&S
Stores plc became the largest specialised
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convenience store group in Britain, eventually selling
out to Tesco in 2002 for £530 million. But it was not
all plain sailing, as among other challenges he
survived having his appendix removed without
anaesthetic. Then on 23 April 2014, before
completing this book, he dropped down dead for 40
minutes on the golf course and was saved only by
the actions of his quick-thinking golf partners. This is
the remarkable story of his life, in which passion,
hard work, good timing and luck all played a part in
bringing together a fascinating tale that is a real
page-turner of a book.
From the late artist’s unfinished project, a
compendium of drawings capturing the characters,
and character, of New York City. Jason Polan was
on a mission to draw every person in New York, from
cab drivers to celebrities. He drew people eating at
Taco Bell, admiring paintings at the Museum of
Modern Art, and sleeping on the subway. With a
foreword by Kristen Wiig, Every Person in New York,
Volume 1 collects thousands of Polan’s energetic
drawings in one chunky book. As full as a phone
book and as invigorating as a walk down a bustling
New York street, this is a love letter of sorts to a
beloved city and the people who live there. “In 2008,
illustrator Jason Polan set out to capture the
enormous human poetics compressed in Gotham’s
geographic smallness by drawing every person in
the city. The first seven years of this ongoing project,
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totaling drawings of 30,000 people, are now
collected in Every Person in New York—a marvelous
tome of Polan’s black-and-white line drawings,
colored in with the intense aliveness of a city where,
as E.B. White wrote more than half a century earlier,
“wonderful events are taking place every minute.”
What emerges is a kind of poetry—fragmentary
glimpses of ideas and images, commanded by an
internal rhythm to paint a complete whole of this
human hive.” —Brain Pickings “This digest of
sketches brings to life the everyday moments of New
Yorkers and finds a spark of excitement in the
sometimes-banal shuffle of city living.” —Monocle
magazine “Polan’s drawings exude, in unbroken but
flexible lines, the momentum of a Manhattan
streetscape with only brief moments of stillness.
Those pauses can last minutes or over an hour,
enough time for fully textured, impressionistic
portraits. But more often Mr. Polan’s drawings are of
scenes that pass in seconds: a father ordering hot
dogs for his stubborn children, or Diane Keaton
trying to hail a cab.” —The New York Times
The weekly source of African American political and
entertainment news.
-- This engaging history of the southernmost barrier
island in the U.S. tells the stories of its owners and
would-be owners -- The newly restored Cape Florida
Lighthouse on Biscayne's southern tip stands watch
as it has for 170 years -- Modern environmental
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activists continue to fight to keep development to a
minimum -- For lovers of Keys' history, lighthouses,
and old photographs
The most revealing and in-depth biography of Andy
Murray yet published. When Roger Federer and Rafa
Nadal both exited in the first few days of Wimbledon
2013, the level of expectation on Andy Murray to become
the first British champion of the men's competition since
1936 rose to new heights. Two sets down in the quarterfinal, he recovered to keep alive the hopes of a nation.
Then, on a boiling hot Sunday afternoon, Murray faced
up to the world's best player, Novak Djokovic, with the
title almost within his grasp. After three hours of tension,
drama and sheer brilliance, Murray was Wimbledon
champion and 17.3 million viewers, glued to the action,
celebrated with him after his straight-sets victory. But
how had the man from Dunblane, Scotland, a country
once characterised as the worst tennis nation in the
world, risen to the top? In this fascinating and revealing
biography, Mark Hodgkinson, who first interviewed
Murray when he was just 17, looks into the people who
have influenced the Scot's career - his family, his
coaches and his girlfriend among them - and assesses
how he has won over a dubious and critical public.
Murray's story is extraordinary, and this book gets to the
heart of that remarkable drama.
Serena Williams is the most successful tennis player –
male or female – of the modern, professional era, with
more Grand Slams than either Steffi Graf or Roger
Federer. Always a fierce competitor, her story – which
began on the cracked public courts of Compton, L.A. – is
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also one of overcoming challenges through sheer
determination, drive and talent. In this innovative
illustrated biography, Serena's tennis is explored like
never before: stunning graphics explore her serving
patterns, signature power groundstrokes, and her
movement – as well as showcasing her astonishing
records, spanning over two decades in the tennis elite.
Drawing on conversations with Serena over the course
of her career, and on interviews with those closest to her,
this is the ultimate celebration of arguably the greatest
tennis player of all time and, without question, a true
global icon.
Should you always "think about it"? Are you "only as
good as your last game"? Is it just a matter of "keeping
your eye on the ball"? The answer to these questions is
no, and to help you steer a course through the many
challenges of a sporting career this second edition of
Pure Sport sets out, in everyday language, the lessons
you can take from contemporary sport psychology –
helping you recognise what works and what doesn’t
when it comes to improving performance. As the title
suggests, Pure Sport goes back to basics by highlighting
practical concerns for those involved with competitive
sport at every age and level – from junior club members
to Olympic athletes. Drawing on their considerable
experience as both applied sport psychologists and
academics, the authors present practical advice and a
powerful array of techniques for channelling and
harnessing mental skills with the goal of improving
sporting performance. Drawing on the international
popularity of the first edition, in this fully updated second
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edition the authors have taken the opportunity to revamp
chapters with colour photographs, contemporary
examples, and sporting anecdotes, and the book is now
even more accessible for those without a formal
background in psychology. Pure Sport, Second Edition is
essential reading for anyone with an active involvement
or interest in sport, it will help students, coaches, teams,
and sportsmen and women to sharpen their mental edge
and so realise their true potential in sport and through
sport.
Everybody has dreams--but how many of us get to see
our dreams come true? Disneyland, Starbucks, Google,
the first manned landing on the Moon, every novel ever
written, ever motion picture ever filmed, every painting
ever created--all began as a dream in someone's
imagination. And all became real through the power of
Extreme Focus. After assembling an NBA championship
team in Philadelphia in the 1980s, author Pat Williams
dreamed of building an NBA expansion team in central
Florida--the Orlando Magic. Applying the same success
principles he teaches in Extreme Focus, Williams
achieved that dream. For more than two decades, the
Magic has been rocking the sports world and proving
that dreams really do come true through the power of
Extreme Focus. This is not just another collection of rahrah motivational slogans. Extreme Focus is a practical,
proven, step-by-step guide to turning dreams into reality,
written by someone who has been there, done that. In
these pages, Pat Williams shows you how to discover
and focus on your passion in life, how to achieve great
things tomorrow by focusing on today, how to discipline
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yourself for success, how to increase your courage and
confidence, and more. The principles and stories in
Extreme Focus will get you off the treadmill of a ho-hum
life and onto the road to your dreams!
Uses statistical tables, charts, photographs, maps, and
illustrations to explore everyday life in the United States
during the Cold War period.
Ivan Lendl- The Man Who Made MurrayAurum
The Best American Series® First, Best, and Best-Selling
The Best American series is the premier annual
showcase for the country’s finest short fiction and
nonfiction. Each volume’s series editor selects notable
works from hundreds of magazines, journals, and
websites. A special guest editor, a leading writer in the
field, then chooses the best twenty or so pieces to
publish. This unique system has made the Best
American series the most respected — and most popular
— of its kind. The Best American Sports Writing 2012
includes PAUL SOLOTAROFF JEANNE MARIE
LASKAS WELLS TOWER WRIGHT THOMPSON S. L.
PRICE DAVE SHEININ JON MOOALLEM and others
When Andy Murray broke the news in March 2014 that he
was parting company with Ivan Lendl it caused shock waves
across the world. In just over two years Lendl had turned
Murray from a perennial runner-up into the most successful
British tennis player since Fred Perry - a winner of the US
Open, Olympic Gold and Wimbledon Champion. However,
when Murray - a 4 times Grand Slam finalist - announced, in
2011, that he was teaming up with the man they called the
'chokoslovakian' for the number of times he had lost a Slam
final, there was widespread consensus that whoever had
made the decision was either a genius or taking a huge
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gamble. Lendl, who had fled from behind the Iron Curtain at
the height of the Cold War to move to America in order to
pursue his tennis dreams, was everything that his
contemporaries – McEnroe, Becker, Connors – were not. And
yet, after falling at the final hurdle 4 times, he went on to win
8 Grand Slams. But there was one title missing – Wimbledon.
And he was obsessed by it. So what did Lendl and Murray
see in each other that no one else did? What did Lendl do to
turn Murray from a perennial runner-up to US Open
Champion and the first Briton to lift the Wimbledon trophy in
77 years? Going back to Lendl’s roots and through extensive
interviews and analysis of the Murray-Lendl axis seen at
close quarters, Mark Hodgkinson reveals the magic formula
that Lendl used to turn Murray into a champion. In so doing
he lifts the lid on their relationship, and how it came to an
end, which made this left-field combination the most
successful in British tennis history.
When Andy Murray finally overcame Novak Djokovic in a fiveset thriller to secure the 2012 US Open, it was a dream
fulfilled for the man from Dunblane. After four previous
defeats in Grand Slam finals, Murray had finally achieved
what no British man had managed since the 1930s. But the
story of how he got there was just as compelling as the final
itself, with as many twists and turns along the way. Writer
Mark Hodgkinson has been covering that story since the start
- he was actually the first person to interview Murray for a
national newspaper back in 2004, and has worked closely
with Judy Murray in the past. In Andy Murray: Champion,
Hodgkinson explains how Murray first emerged as a tennis
player of true quality, and how his rivalry with his brother
Jamie spurred him on. He looks at the close relationship
Murray has with his mother, and the various coaches who
haved worked with him to assess their influence on his game.
In a hugely competitive era of tennis, with Federer, Nadal and
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Djokovic all counted to be among the greatest tennis players
of all time, Murray has earned the right to be ranked
alongside them all - and this book explains how and why he
has done so, becoming a true national sporting icon in the
process.
"Tim Ryan's story of the trials and triumphs of his personal
and professional life is inspirational, instructive, and
important. He is a master of the play by play who turns the
spotlight on his victories and defeats, and leaves us all
inspired by the lessons." —Tom Brokaw, NBC News Tim Ryan
is no doubt the only sportscaster who has crash-landed in the
Namib desert, been charged by a rhino in Zimbabwe, herded
sheep at the beginning of a Winter Olympics telecast, and
dodged flying bottles at a professional boxing match. In his
new memoir, On Someone Else’s Nickel, Ryan recounts all
of these tales and more in the lively, trustworthy voice that
sports fans will recognize from televised sporting events of
the past fifty years. Armchair travelers and sports enthusiasts
alike will be taken on a riveting journey as Ryan shares
anecdotes from his adventures in broadcasting that span
thirty sports in more than twenty countries over fifty years.
And while the events themselves are impressive—ten Olympic
Games, more than three hundred championship boxing
matches, Wimbledon and U.S. Open tennis, World Cup
Skiing, just to name a few—it’s the lesser-known stories that
happened along the way to the big events that really stand
out in Ryan’s telling. As he details how he came to call the
first Ali-Frazier fight for the Armed Forces Network, or hosted
a tennis tournament featuring the McEnroe brothers to raise
money for the Alzheimer’s Association, Ryan shines a light
on sports and the world beyond sports—the world of family,
friends, colleagues, and connections that endure when the
game has been won, the medals awarded, the champion
crowned, and the mic turned off. "I couldn't put it down...Lots
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of great stories about someone on the other side of the
microphone, someone who athletes would be hoping would
be making the call, because it meant they were in the big
time." —John McEnroe, tennis legend, commentator, NBC,
ESPN, BBC "Over forty-five years of calling tennis matches,
none were more enjoyable than the ones I called with Tim
Ryan. We became very close friends and I got a real insight
into how professional and versatile Tim was in calling so
many different sports. This is a book every sports lover
should read." —John Newcombe, tennis legend, four-time
Wimbledon Champion "Tim's accounts of his experiences
covering the sport of international boxing are hilarious. As
someone who shared the journey with Tim, it brings back
great memories of an era we will not see the likes of again."
—Bob Arum, founder, Top Rank Boxing "From the most
storied tennis courts to the most breathtaking ski slopes in the
world, Tim made covering sports fun, interesting, and
downright pleasurable. . . . What a journey he has taken, and
now he shares it with us." —Mary Carillo, tennis commentator,
NBC, Tennis Channel, reporter, HBO's Real Sports "The
genius of Tim’s career lies not in the impressive range of
sports he covered, nor the way his work spanned the rapidly
changing world of TV broadcasting, nor the astonishing
sweep of champions he covered—from Muhammed Ali to John
McEnroe to Bode Miller to Lindsey Vonn—but in the way each
sport was, to Tim, the backdrop for riveting human drama.
That I got to chime in for a short while, was my great good
fortune; that he is sharing his tales on paper is now the
world’s." —Christin Cooper, Olympic silver medalist ski racer,
former ski analyst NBC Sports “There is joy to be found in
these pages, along with Tim Ryan’s infectious enthusiasm
for life, love, fine wine, world travel, and sport of every
description. And he did it all, as he says proudly, 'on someone
else’s nickel.' Enjoy!” —Terence Smith, former correspondent
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with The New York Times, CBS News, and PBS "Ryan's
curiosity and knowledge extend to an amazing array of
subjects. That range is key to his success as a sports
broadcaster, and it flows through this fascinating book about
his life." —Doug Ramsey, news anchor, jazz authority, awardwinning author “No one has enjoyed the TV sports business
and the people in it more than Tim Ryan. A talented
broadcaster, Tim was an equally talented world traveler, and
has dozens of great stories about his life on the road.”
—Sandy Montag, IMG Broadcasting and Entertainment
“Today Zimbabwe, tomorrow Wimbledon...what didn’t Tim
Ryan cover?” —Mark Mulvoy, author, former managing editor,
Sports Illustrated
The tennis champion, Ivan Lendl, describes his playing
techniques and explains how to develop powerful serves and
forehand and backhand shots
In his riveting memoir, beloved actor Dick Van Patten reflects
on his prolific career, vibrant life, and the people who shaped
both. From growing up during the Great Depression when
poverty and racially biased ideologies dominated America, to
witnessing the advent of television and its subsequent
influence on culture, Dick Van Patten’s life is a rich record of
change and progress in America and Hollywood. He
commenced his career by lighting up the Great White Way as
a child star alongside Broadway staples such as Tallulah
Bankhead, Melvyn Douglas, Alfred Lunt, and Lynn Fontanne,
early influences who fueled his relentless thirst for acting and
stardom. Although perhaps best known for his role playing
the mild mannered “every-dad” in 70s sitcom Eight Is
Enough, Dick Van Patten has appeared in thousands of
television, film, and radio roles viewed by millions of people.
Van Patten divulges anecdotes, both amusing and emotional,
that paint a fuller picture of many eminent entertainment idols.
He chronicles throwing back drinks with notorious Hollywood
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producer Robert Evans, forming his family’s close friendship
with pop icon Farrah Fawcett, rooming with the legendary
Burt Lancaster, and living next door to the eccentric Michael
Jackson and clan, just to name a few. Van Patten
encountered struggles with family, gambling, and the
fickleness of Hollywood. Retaining his signature optimistic
outlook, even in the face of tragedy and admitted mistakes,
shaped his experiences and allowed him to appreciate the
simpler parts of life. Eighty Is Not Enough provides a look
back on the evolution of entertainment in a manner rarely
glimpsed—straight from the man who has experienced it all.
Boris Becker shot to fame in 1985 when at seventeen years
old, he became the youngest player ever to win the men's
final at Wimbledon. He went on to win two more Wimbledon
titles, and a total of forty-nine singles and fifteen doubles
crowns, making him one of the greatest players of the
twentieth century. But his life off the court has always
attracted as much attention as his triumphs on it. Now, in this
remarkably candid and thought-provoking autobiography,
Boris Becker tells the real story behind the headlines. He
speaks of the seconds before the serve that made him the
youngest Wimbledon winner of all time, and of the minutes
after being sentenced as a tax evader. He talks about his
marriage, his illegitimate daughter, and his painful divorce. He
reveals his emotions at the end of his tennis career, and his
battles with pills and alcohol. He also shares his memories of
the good times, the championship wins, the make-or-break
matches, and the highs and lows of life on the international
circuit. Boris Becker has written this autobiography not just for
his fans but also for his children, that they may one day read
the true account of their father's remarkable, and often
controversial, life.
In the French Open in 1989, a 17-year-old, Michael Chang,
worked his way through the draw to the fourth round and
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ended up playing number one-seeded and three-time
champion, Ivan Lendl. As the game progressed, the outlook
was bleak for Chang, who lost the first two sets. However, he
came back and won the second two to find himself serving at
4-3 in the fifth. Then he did the unthinkable. He served
underhand. Lendl was flustered, lost concentration, the crowd
roared, and Chang went on to win the match. This is just one
of many amazing on-court stories of bravery, skill, luck and all
that keeps us watching our favorite tennis stars time and time
again. And here, once more, is a revised collection of
fascinating true stories from courts around the world; from
outrageous outbursts to unexpected deaths. Moments that
involve a host of characters; from Authur Ashe to Lindsay
Davenport and everyone in between including Borg, Conners,
Navratilova, Nastase and Cash. Humorous, gripping and
surprising by turns, 101 Incredible Moments in Tennis is
packed full of fascinating stories, and happy memories. For
die-hard tennis fans and casual followers alike, this book will
always serve up an ace.

"This leads to my definition of life. In many ways, it is
quite simple: It is using your talents to, in some small
way, make a difference in this world. Whether it's
working with the environment, or our educational system,
or those with physical or mental challenges, or those in
the dawn or twilight of their lives, meaning is achieved by
working towards and leaving behind something of value
to the next generation. It matters little whether your
aspiration or dream was realized: we'll never have world
peace, or feed the hungry, or avoid catastrophic
diseases or illnesses. What matters is that you tried, that
you worked to make the world a better place. What
matters is that, when you look back over your life, you
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can say that you fought the good fight, that you did what
was right, and that you made a difference in this world. "
In "The Meaning of Life," author Dean Gualco tackles an
assortment of questions that many of us have asked at
one point or other: Why are we here? What is our
purpose? How does one lead a decent and honorable
life? Divided into five sections, "The Meaning of Life"
seeks to provide the answers. With discussions that
include determining what you stand for, doing the best
with what you have, and living life with the knowledge
that it goes by in a blink, Gualco provides a thoughtprovoking study of an issue that has perplexed man for
centuries.
The Draw of Sports compiles, in art and text, more than
150 of nationally syndicated columnist Olderman’s
favorite personalities (of an estimated 6,000 potential
subjects) from the sporting world. Each full-page
illustration is accompanied by Olderman’s own personal
reminiscences of those illustrious stars. Amongst the
many names readers will recognize: Abdul-Jabbar, Ali,
Berra, Chamberlain, Dempsey, Elway, Koufax,
Lombardi, Mantle, Robinson, and Wooden. As a
nationally syndicated columnist, Olderman met ? and in
many cases, got to know ? most of the greatest sports
personalities of the 20th century, going back as far as
Jesse Owens and Babe Ruth, up to present-day
superstars like Tiger Woods and Kobe Bryant.
No sport has gone through the seismic changes that
rocked tennis when the game, long a holdout against
professionalism and creeping commercialism,
abandoned its roots as a genteel, amateurs-only
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enterprise and became a pro sport, vying for the heart of
the public with rivals like soccer, NFL football, or NBA
basketball. Peter Bodo, who has covered tennis since
the dawn of this "Open" era as the chief writer for
TENNIS magazine, was there to witness this transition
and what it promised, what it delivered. He has covered
the game on every continent since the early 1970s. THE
COURTS OF BABYLON is more than a collection of
essays, most of them growing out of a deep familiarity
and, often, relationship with subjects that include Bjorn
Borg, Chris Evert, John McEnroe, Evonne Goolangong,
Jimmy Connors, Tracy Austin, van Lendl and Martina
Navratilova. It is also a commentary on what was lost
and what was gained by the transition to
professionalism, and how the new, "Open" era
delivered—or failed to make good—on the promise that
professionalism would make tennis a more inclusive,
egalitarian, accessible game. Relying heavily on formal,
in-depth interviews conducted over two decades and his
status as an "insider" in an insular game, Bodo's book is
both a meditation and expose, a polemic and a tribute to
the players who dragged tennis, often kicking and
screaming, to the forefront of the public's
imagination—even when those players got it all too fast
and too young. Bodo delves into the darkest and most
controversial areas of the game, chronicling the follies of
overzealous parents and pampered athletes. He
fearlessly wades into sensitive issues stemming from sex
and gender, politics and commercialism. He celebrates
the game while holding it to task, all the while
acknowledging the reality of the demands and distortions
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that come with a way of life that is both difficult but
glamorous, and eagerly embraced by athletes who, in
some cases, are no older than fourteen.
The wildly entertaining Sunday Times bestseller 'This
book deserves to be seeded No. 1' Daily Mail Fifteen
years after his massive bestseller Serious, John
McEnroe is back and ready to talk. Who are the game's
winners and losers? What's it like playing guitar onstage
with the Rolling Stones, hitting balls with today's greats,
breaking bread with his former on-court nemeses, getting
scammed by an international art dealer, and raising a big
family while balancing McEnroe-sized expectations? But
Seriously is a richly personal account, blending anecdote
and reflection with razor sharp and brutally honest
opinions. This is the sports book of the year: brilliantly
funny, surprisingly touching, and 100% McEnroe.
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